
 

 

 

ABOUT 

Brian's song list ranges 13 hours of the best music from the last 50 
years and focuses on styles they do best: Pop, Modern/Classic Rock, 
Funk, R&B, Jazz, Swing, Hip-Hop, Motown, 80's, Folk, Adult 
Contemporary, and Singer/Songwriter. 

Brian and Brian Cline Band, “BCB”, play throughout Northern 
California from concerts and nightclubs, to parties, weddings, and 
corporate events. With 20 years professional experience, he knows 

how to add the right touch. 

 

BCB thrives on versatility: every audience is different, and they 
have the flexibility to meet virtually all stylistic, logistic, or 
budgetary requirements. 

Any party regardless of size can benefit from BCB's services; be it 
solo, duo, or trio at a winery or a house party, or as a full 4-piece 
band with lights. 

 

 



BCB are not "just" a cover band, both in the way they approach 
covers and because they are also established songwriters and 
performers of their own music with commercially released 
recordings, TV/Movie placements, publishing deals, and equipment 
endorsements to their acclaim 

 

 

To BCB making your event a success is a personal goal, not a paycheck. 

 

BAND FORMATS 

Solo acoustic with vocals, perfect Singer/Songwriter vibe for 
many events or as part of an event’s overall timeline.  Brian adds 
looper technology to allow solos and some basic percussion as 
well. 
  

 

Duo- adds guitar virtuoso Frank Acosta on lead guitar and 
harmonies.  
  

 

 

Trio- Adds David Parker on Percussion/Drums and vocals in more 
listening type format with added ability for Brian to play bass to allow 
for a dance set.  This also adds 3-part harmonies. Great option for 
mixed ambient events with some dancing or for tighter budgets. 

 

4-piece- Adds Jason McGrath on bass.  In addition to the ambient 
grooves, this format allows the band to do the full dance band 
experience and a bigger song selection. 
  

 

 

While the band always brings all sound equipment needed. 
Depending on the event, they can include a full light system for band 
and dance area, as well as, additional sound for multiple locations and 
additional sound needs. 


